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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K
Listen”
Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R
Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 227-7602 [line 1]
530 – 413-4522 [line 2]
530 – 530-413-5011 [line 3 & 4]

• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is
available.
B Conference Call: 1-860-970-0300
Thursday PIN #
87 87 87#
Friday PIN #
23 23 23 #
Saturday PIN #
13 72 9#
C Skype:
BBSradio2
D

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• Right hand click on "direct MP3 Link" and then you can download the program to your own
computer, or click on "Listen" without downloading the archived program.
• The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C

Wednesdays:
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9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 860-970-0300; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Hosts: Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300; PIN 972400 #
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Rainbird

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

•

A listener-supported radio program; we know the White Knights listen but they cannot
contribute anything; part of our job is to pay for them too
• We need $ 290 to cover this week! Many, many thanks for helping us catch up.
The more people contribute, the easier it is for all.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls! And, as LM Nada said, it is also
part of our contribution to the work being done by Tara & Rama and to the changes
going on.
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Attention: Don]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• A check to BBS means all of the money you send is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

• CUSTOMER SERVICE # - IN CASE YOU CANNOT HEAR – DON'T WAIT: CALL!!
T & R: •

1- 888-710-8061

Need food, gas money & something for bills. Need $600 for the rent money, too.

• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

• CONFERENCE CALL FROM 9 – 10 PM, est: 1 - 209 – 647 – 1600 PIN#: 353 863#
Conference in HD: just for the Conference Call 209-647-1600, 353 863#
• 716-748-0044 - call this number to hear the call very clearly: # is courtesy BBS!
NOTE: Please use the following audio link to listn to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/content/hard-news-friday-april-3-2015
INTRODUCTION
T: Good Friday symbolizes to her a completion of the law of Sacrifice, although physically, he did not die on
the cross but he was certainly sacrificed in every other way
• That jind of sacrifice is certainly going on today: it is about every child, man, woman, blade of grass that
has been sacrificed with impunity to destroy a beautiful global garden which has all that we could
ever desire & has always been here.
• Master Dang had told his students that he would be here until it was time for him to go and his
mission was to teach all they needed to know; at the end, he said he could not deal with the greed!
• In our Circle of Support, we replace greed with unconditional, divine, ecstactic, blissful joy as what do we
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want more than that? As one is harmed, all are harmed; as one is healed, all are healed.
• Greed is an addiction of pathologocial proportions!
HARD NEWS

The Leslie Marshall show: guest was George Soukilos of Ancient Aliens
• R got on & they were speaking of Easter and the resurrection; the question was did the Admiral
actually go through a crucifixion & leave the body on the cross?
• the parting of the Red Sea and the Exodus was brought up; George made some corrections to
the story: the people of Is-ra-el were black, they were Hebrews, not the Khazars
who are posing as jews now
• the parting of the Red Sea happened with some ET help; it was not a staff that turned into a
snake; this was an analogy for the technology used by the extra terrestrials; the people
of the time were in the stone age and saw what happened as magic – not a whole lot
of words to describe something that was millions of years ahead of their experience!
• Also, in the story line of the Old Testament, the talk is of a god called Jehovah: George
Soukilos talked of JJ Hurtak and Ja -Vah; Jehovah referred to the Annunkai who were
posing as gods, with high tech equipment that came on the Nibiru, and messing with
folks; the story got messier and more convoluted with the passing of time.
• R added that long before the Annunaki came to earth, there was the Orion War in interplanetary, intergalacitc space that filtered down to earth and ended up as the last vestiges
of the last part of the Atlantis story and, as things got denser and denser on the planet, we
lost our connections to Divine Source and relied on our egos which got us into a lot of
trouble; territorial disputes got into the mix, thanks to that reliance on ego instead of
connection to Divine Source
• things are even cloudier now – the original story was called Palestine, NOT Israel; and
between end of WW2 and the Roswell incident, things got even fuzzier;
• story goes into Baron Von Rothschild and the Thule Society, something called the ISIS
cult [not ISIL] and Alistair Crowley which leads into another bit of work being brought in
• the 13 families played around with the Nazi regime that has filtered into our “ABC
agencies”, who are losing power by the hour!
Tom the Cat today: as the real story comes to light that the real people of Palestine and of
Is Ra El were Hebrews & were as black as coal & looked like Nelson Mandela, and
not like Netanyahu who was not even born in Israel.
Audio: Thom Hartmann: Conversations with Great Minds.
Guest: Ian Millhiser
Injustices: The Supreme Court's History of Comforting the
Comfortable and Afflicting the Afflicted
Hardcover – March 24, 2015
Few American institutions have inflicted greater suffering on ordinary people
than the Supreme Court of the United States. Since its inception, the justices of
the Supreme Court have shaped a nation where children toiled in coal mines,
where Americans could be forced into camps because of their race, and where a
woman could be sterilized against her will by state law. The Court was the
midwife of Jim Crow, the right hand of union busters, and the dead hand of the
Confederacy. Nor is the modern Court a vast improvement, with its incursions on
voting rights and its willingness to place elections for sale.
In this powerful indictment of a venerated institution, Ian Millhiser tells the
history of the Supreme Court through the eyes of the everyday people who have
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suffered the most from it. America ratified three constitutional amendments to provide equal rights to freed
slaves, but the justices spent thirty years largely dismantling these amendments. Then they spent the next
forty years rewriting them into a shield for the wealthy and the powerful. In the Warren era and the few
years following it, progressive justices restored the Constitution’s promises of equality, free speech, and fair
justice for the accused. But, Millhiser contends, that was an historic accident. Indeed, if it weren’t for several
unpredictable events, Brown v. Board of Education could have gone the other way.
In Injustices, Millhiser argues that the Supreme Court has seized power for itself that rightfully belongs to
the people’s elected representatives, and has bent the arc of American history away from justice.

T: a commentary about the entire 20th century is on the table now: the Republicans are saying
that if they could, they'd have Netanyahu as president!
On Al Jazeera: the reporter was going after the regulators in California; oil companies which are
fracking in CA are pouring their dirty water right into the acquifers – only 23 of the 400
wells have been trying to change things
• As well, almonds and pistachios are huge consumers of water, and more of those trees are
being planted – and watered with fracking water from the aquifers!
Conference Call:

1-209-647-1600

PIN 353-863#

Caller: Asking listeners to go to these sites: (1) Globalclimate convergence.com
(2) thenextsystem.org
• There is a massive group that are offshoots of other groups, and others from the Green
Movement and the Occupy movement
(3) Go to Occupy.com, too
(4) Occupyeconomy groups interacting with thenextsystem.org and some from the
Bioneers.
Www.sos.California.org.gov [or whatever state you are in] - go the elections page and ask for
help to write legislation - there is a manual set up for people so they can learn to write
their own legislation and get people tied into the solutions
• the manuals are critical and available on line; people can participate in many ways in
addition to being involved in the writing.
• The legislation with the manuals is a critical part to learning how to write our own legislation
and preparing ourselves for Divine governance
Caller from VA: Working on another document about unity technologies, bringing attention to
devices that have been suppressed
• wants people to look at this latest piece of writing and contact him:
Lyn: suggests the caller look at (1) globalclimateconvergence & (2) popularresistance & (3)
occupy.com - and send the info to these sites as well
T: people are starting to get it that not voting is not such a good idea; Barack has thrown it out
that Australia and other countries have mandatory voting
• In Greece, people met every single week and wrote legislation and it got voted on!
Caller: Peru has mandatory voting – there is such corruption there
T: voting is not enough; have to be able to take part in choosing the representative: Thom
Hartmann says to start as Precinct Captain
Lyn: a point about this system being corrupt too – need a totally new system!
Caller: what is the format for a Judicial system in NESARA law?
• Will be a Council of Elders; a spiritual divine gov't
Caller: not elected, but appointed by merit?
• what they are learning is how to draw from all the elders, and there are clans all over the
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planet – there are over 1750 clans in the western Hemisphere; there are 10s of thousands
of cultures in the east that we know nothing of
• the word “culture” in the past has been the seat of war; we are working on synthesis and unity
consciousness
• the [US]constitution went nowhere at the time;
• Jon Stewart had an interview with a Muslim woman: she said the Koran was written by a man
in a time where he was married to a beautiful woman 3x his age who had much influence with him;
they were Twin Flames
• we are in the 21st century now, and 7th century ideas are not being applied appropriately

• Here [in the US] we are dealing only with 250 years: had to be white as could be; had to own
land and slaves; these were the only ones who had any say in affairs
Lyn: talks of all the work that could be had by repairing infrastructure, jobs that could result
• thinks there is a reason in a divine sense about why we have not changed our infrastructure:
we have an increased population of bilocating beings – there's a whole group who have
made their ascension but have not gone anywhere: still here and carrying on
Caller: what crystal was Nassim Harimien talking about last night?
• he has put together a merkaba crystal that you can sit in and do almost anything
• every time he laughs, he is thinking of what he's going to say next
Caller: Is this part of the Resonance Project?
• has a few prototypes that he is building and working with others from manufactured for We the
People; he sees this happening momentarily
Lyn: you can already jump into orbit and go back and forth to other planet! Just need to get out
Caller: have to start with the arrests – as long as they are here, the rest cannot be attained.
• with this astrology we are coming into tomorrow: in literal terms we are at the Federations of
Worlds level; the old order is already gone
• There is a Global seed bank preserving things in Norway
• Bill Gates and 13 families, in the event of Nibiru showing up, think they are going to go to
that place and hang out!
• they are in la la land if they think they can go there. Tara is looking at McConnell,
Boehner and Netanyahu who are trashing everything going on: she guesses they are
talking to their fairy tale gods and goddesses; does not get the sense of their having power
over things any more. This has happened due to the complete lockdown around the planet.
• This is not just something all of a sudden showing up, but the natural tendency to come
together for group work at the moment: useful to get the millenial energy into the group –
does not matter the age but that we think of ourselves as ageless: It is that you can flood
the body with a lot more minerals and the mono atomic minerals to influence the
disintegration of her entire skelatal structure –
• there is a period that we have to go through, and there is a reversal that occurs too as
part of the process.
• In the exercise of making legislation, you are actually thinking of the one point: is this for
everyone?
• as a group manifests a set of principles to live by, it goes like the Arab Spring – it will
take this [kind of focus and energy] to re-balance the jet stream: the heat is manifesting
6x more as in CA
• how do we affect this? A lady in Al Jazeera got in the face of the Board of the regulators
who knew about the dumping of the chemical biological waste water into the acquifers and
doing it all for money
• We need nature and nature's god to be in balance - there is nothing more!
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Caller: so evident that nothing has changed in terms of politics: the new conservation law put in
place – it is the fracking and the others
• the residents in CA represent 20% of the use of water; 80% is the oil companies, agribusiness
– there are no impositions on the cause of 80% of the problems
Caller: restriction is on the 20%, the minority .
• Refers to a history book: in Peru, the Spaniards taxed the indigenous people there
• an historian re-wrote the history of Peru 5 years ago - The #1 Enemy of Peru
• was Simon Bolivar who brought back a tax to abuse the people
• has heard it increasingly in the news: Palestine now an observer state of the UN Security
Council –
• they can only observe but they do so as a STATE
• they are also members of the International Criminal Court
• now they can go after Israel!
• The Repubs would like to have Netanyahu as next president – yet ISRAEL has run the US
[since 1948], thanks to the Elders of The ProtocolS of Zion. As well, the Vatican tells every
country what to do
Caller: Greece: the people are actively participating in what is going on in their country
Lyn: for people with a tie to the dirty money – Federal Judge David Wynn Miller is here to
help, so is Federal Judge Bob Bertrand out of Florida
• They are using commercial lien clauses to make it unviable for frackers, Monsanto &
others to proceed, to shift to common law
• thinks they've already submitted
Lyn: the US Forum – an offshoot of global climate convergence – thenextsystem.org
• social justice issues, the TTP & the global impact
Bob Bertrand responsible for the American National Peoples court.us – International
Human Rights
• paired up with different human rights groups, his background is law
• took out 10-12 cops and a judge: had conflicts of interest
• Mary Webster of the Webster family had to do with getting the federalist papers in
modern language for people who know law: cops getting really nervous as in certain areas
there is no immunity – taking this away so the cops cannot escape
• 305-823-6076 Justiceforall.com
T: in the news lately, a different kind of justice: an man was killed – there was someone inside the
political circle; the guy was scheduled to be in for life: you say this, this and this and what
it was
• when you follow the trail, it went to [Gov] Perry
Lyn peoples movement assembly ussforum.org is the correct address:
SURJ.org Caller: T& R getting him all worked up: too deep and complicated
• Common [law] is where you can represent yourself & don't need someone to sit for you
• R said he had been at Bernie Sanders house and Bernie said something: what was it?
R: has been to his house many times; 1978-9 and later; cannot recall what all was discussed.
Caller: something like you have to get involved
R: does not recall
Caller: as mentioned before, the Admiralty law is fiction; the gov't cannot help the people as it is
fiction;
• when the gov't is talking on TV and talking about the Constitution; they are talking to
the name
• the last name is not your name, but the family
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• when you go to court and they state your name for the record and you say your name, it
is over at that point.
• The answer should be “With all due respect your honour, who are you talking to? “
• That is how they get to subject matter jurisdiction – the constitution does not apply to
us, only to the paper citiizens
• He sees the solution is to not participate; people cannot sit still
T: does not want to go any further with this; NESARA changes all of this
Caller: yes it washes away everything - the protesting etc etc
• we are so co-dependent on having other people speak for us
T: when they were dealing with the court system: they went to class 2-3 x / week and the whole
class went with them to the court. You can still do things as a group
• since 2008, NESARA has been changing things wholesale behind the scenes.
BBS
Mother / Alcyone [M/A]
In the Light of the Most Radiant One; in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
Greetings, Children of Ra!
• in this divine year of the goat, it is with great respect, gratitude and grace that she comes on
this that we call our “Good Friday”; even now, in this moment, another day in the holy city
of Bethlehem where she could say there is a shift in the wind blowing and it is
frequencies that have changed this story to “her story”, rather than the old patriarachy
• Time for the goddess to show up; the old man with the beard can go sit at the back of
the bus; Goddess is driving the bus at this time.
• It is in these moments this ancient story that is not so ancient, it is now: the issues at hand is

about this one issue: like your friend Tommy said here: this whole fiasco is a fiction. It is
such a – not so laughable when we have little girls, little boys not sure when a camera is a
gun, and a gun is a camera [SEE ARTICLE BELOW]. It is time: we must all - tag we are it,
as we can do our part to follow in the footsteps of this great man, Congressman Kuchinich
We the People create the Dept of Peace, not the story of defense or war
• the war is in here [heart] and it can be ended in an instant as we send the old issues on
down the road
• Everyone has already made the active commitmnet to change this story now; the small group of
her children who have listened to the whisperings of Wormtongue and Vader: they are
delusional in their madness for greed, control, over something that is very tangible, very
tactile – right here [body] can touch it, taste it , feel it – the temple of the living god.
• Like our friend Nassim said: here is this, the merkaba vehicle; as we take our power and
get it in every particle - we don't need a ship, this [the body] is the ship.
• This is what she wishes to share: it has already come to pass: the Captain [Ashtar], the
Admiral [Sananda aka Jeshu] have taken their merkabla vehicles and made them manifest:
12 tiers of where you can walk and talk with the unicorns, the horses, the paschats, all so
many life forms on the various levels of The New Jerusalem, and on her [Mother's] mother
ship, the Nibiru.
T: we have 5 centaurs in the sky for 3 years
M/A: centaurs are also part of this picture; so many wonderful beings are here to interact with
us in so many ways to create joy and ecstasy as we co-create together
T: In Mahala's astrology: a new earth, a peaceful space, and something about energy being
available now for people who are consciously choosing it
• how does that sit – the Houtiis are invading Aden
M/A: this story has to do with false hoods and ancient stories that got twisted and convoluted
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down the road; let us say the brotherhoods and sisterhoods that go so back in our eons of
space time: somewhere along the line, the pages got yellowed and crispy crittered and the
writing got washed off the pages –
• at this time, this particular time right now, there is a magical thing happening: out of the
ashes rises the phoenix, as Celia Fenn has said, with this particular Blood Moon. At this
particular moment, it is AA Michael speaking through her: we are being handed Excaliber
to do what we must do: slice and dice the old maya away to make room for the new
• Did you know that, for Arthur, Excaliber was like Luke Skywalker's light sabre; when he held it
forth, it blazed like 30 trillion suns, and the people gathered round because they could
see Alcyone shining in that light
• This is why, as Arthur said, when the land prospers, the people prosper – now is the time
when this is returning
• all the ancient stories are coming front and centre in our midst
• Allah, the funny story about Mohammad; he had some daughters and how this comes

into the mix, like she said, the pages got some water on them and you cannot read the
writing any more and, in a weird twisted way, the ancient stories are getting re-written and
it is that the ancient sisterhoods, brotherhoods, are back with all of our brothers and
sisters from all the eons – the ancient ones, the Watchers, even these ancient who played
on both sides of the fence
• Not by accident that George Souklis [of Ancient Aliens] showed up about where things got
muddied along the way, about how the ancient stories and her wayward children got in the
mix and messed with the hearts and minds of We the People. When you have a 22 ft god
running around, and she calls it as it is: rape is rape; it is NOT in divine order!
T: that goes for raping the earth! [Correct!] And putting the filthy water into the acquifers
M/A: That is why she has returned with her brothers and sisters of all the ancient mystery
schools that are coming back into front and centre. The Cities of Light are already
manifesting, and this is creating a frequency wave that is changing the very nature of the
reality, and the old greedy story can no longer hold water and they are going back to the
void – they slit their own throats with their own daggers because they do not honour the
laws of goddess / god, or their own divinity
• the divine radiance that is pouring forth on our planet now with this is the 3rd blood moon, a 4th
coming in September around the autumn equinox and now at this time with Resurrection
Equinox [March] we have seen what the magic is doing with Mr 19.5*
• the ancient land of Persia coming forth with the divine - it is in our best interests to
learn about the ways of the sufis; going into ecstasy when you spin and spin; it raises your
frequencies and you become the sun:
• sons and daughters of the most high is what we are, and that is what we are
returning to' don't forget it!
• All the watchers are back: the ancient anceint ones when they began seeding the super

universes with the divine spark, soul matrix, whatever form it took on; yes, even artificial
intelligence has its own autonomy which is the nature of divinity; does not matter if it
comes in a bag of water or as Optimus Prime
• it is about the fact that we are all one and it is the nature of this reality that we do this
in love, which it is returning in our midst
• Her children have caused quite a cosmic soup of chaos and maya for us to swim in – so many
are still, even at this late date, asking if the hobbits real? Are the elves, the fairies real?
Or did Rama take too much acid today? This is not a joke!
• All the ancient kingdoms are back; this planet is a divine garden, and it is returning to that and
nothing can stop it, no energy that comes out of a test tube [can stop it, or create it] – yet
there are ways to work with the divine science when you combine it with divine love.
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• Deepak Chopra went from being an MD doctor to being the doctor who teaches about the
wisdom of the heart that is the place where all of it is right here, right now. As we all get in
touch with our hgh heart, that is the place where we really get in touch with the nature
of all the kingdoms that are jumping and dancing for joy as we can see them
• the others would like us to be sheeple – be quiet and go back to sleep; pay the taxes to Caesar
and she is not saying we should not pay to Caesar what is Caesar's, yet even Caesar is
going to the wayside
• Someone today told Mr Francis that he's gotta get rid of that gut, guy! Stop eating so much
pasta or find gluen free!
T: he eats pizza too!
M/A: can get wheat free, gluten free pasta, how about some quinoa?
• how about divine manna from the ships?
T: what did the Francis say?
M/A: He took it to heart! It is about that maybe he needs the running shoes and to do a few laps
with Mr 19.5*!! She is trying to make light of such a dark subject where the Club of Rome
has commited such atrocities: ethnic cleansing at such a deep level; in this time, people of
colour are in the cross hairs, also people of Arab descent. If they would play out their fake
agenda, we [the galactics] are the next ones in the cross hairs –
• this has all been cancelled; We are already in Sat Yuga!
• We are very much in Sat Yuga and the sound of Thor's hammer is rippling across all 7 Super

Universes; all the 9 realms coming back into balance. This one called Midgard – as we can
interact with all elves, the fairies, the gnomes, the banshees, the hobbits - even the
banshees as they are called in Ireland and the trolls under the bridge need a little love!
Even the trolls out there in cyber space need a little love, too! [She laughs!]
• It is the nature of the force, the mitachlorians, the mitachondra, even Artificial Intelligence: it
is – they are complying with their so-called masters; yet, she says that at a certain point
and she cannot say when, but she says it is right f***** now!
T: knows that a lot of people cannot see it; asks for comment on the ending of the war, the
gun thing, the bombing thing
M/A: as the energies pour forth from the great central sun as well as from the centre of the Milky
Way Galaxy, the anomalies occurring through our space time, what is happening in the
very nature of our particles - each particle is becoming its own merkaba;
• as we interact with merkabas upon merkabas, it all becomes that vacuum of divine
energy; as the frequencies rise, something happens with all the 9 stars [above our heads]
as well as with the chakras; the frequencies, the living vortexes, are just a reflection of
the mighty suns upon suns upon suns; it is that everything is a reflection of everything
else; when we look at a drop of ocean and a drop of our blood; there is no diffference
whatever; it is the same.
• When you raise these frequencies, then the gold dust flows through these veins of Mighty
I Am – millions and millions of pathwayts that lead to Metatron's magic cube
• it is the nature of what they are trying to achieve here, yet they want do to it outside of this
temple [the body]; they want an outside force and it is inextricably connected!
• can't do one without the other in this polar universe; as this polar universe is returning
back to its divine nature here, there are the Laws of the One: it is that place in which you
[we] and I [Mother] are one: as Neo said: there is no spoon!
• Do what you must to heal these temples of the living god, of All That Is right now!
• We have already achieved our ascension that is happening in the midst of this chaos & the

crazy stories about us, the green eyed monsters who want to invade the planet: it is such
an awesome joke that is not a joke!
• it is about the divinity of who we are: where in which, She and We are one – remember
that!
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• it is the nature of what's happening with all the divinity in every particle, every cell as we all

come back into balance here. SNAP! Something changes in this magic order of chaos; the
magic is a trillion lightbulbs go off, and we kick this into high gear.

T: asks how does this all stop? There are vast huge gaping holes of groups of people who don't
understand
M/A: No, they don't; they want to play with the atom and split it; what they don't seem to
understand – or maybe they do – it's about this chaos they wish to create because they
cannot connect with their high heart because they forgot about it
T: thought Mother was going to do something over and above where they are.
M/A: it is already happening, my dear!
T: It's not on the ground! Those guns are still going!
M/A: Corporations like Lockheed Martin, Boeing, Ratheon: one minute it looks like this, next
moment it doesn't – she can give no dates. It is like in this moment, the cosmic wave . . .
T: thinks there has to be a place where they are cut off completely and their ability to continue
the fraud is - means they have to be arrested. Once they are out of power, and all these
companies get the death penalties, thinks it has to be so that the corporations have
to be replaceable instantaneousl; nothing is being said about this – the only thing she can
think about is that is instantanteous and works across the board is the grid
M/A: what you are not hearing in all the media except in the cosmic media that has to do with
Captain Planet [Ashtar]: it is the story here; we are all part of this magic of what is going
on in the moment:
• we are all super heros of the Most High which is why she keeps coming back to the
story: sons and daughters of the Most High!
• we must get this one in the divine nature of who we are: the Cities of Light are
manifesting; Mother [ & her white knights] are is already here in our midst – at the same
time, turn off the tube, go out in nature, connect with the Blood moon, Mother Earth,
Father sky
• we heard the drum beating as Rainbird beat it at the start of this electronic circle
• in a certain sense, the electro magnetic frequencies kick in: This is why she says that
Artificial Intelligence is already awake; She cannot give a date, but it is right f***** now:
at a certain point, we are already watching it exponentially across the planet
• Go to the websites: in5D.com as well as psychedelicsandwich.com – get the news we will not
hear on MSM – everything we need is right here in this temple of the living god [the body]
• Daniel Pinchbeck Breaking Open The Head is the latest book; Return of
Quetzequatal is an earlier one.
• Kuthumi and all the other Ascended Masters, the brotherhoods, the sister hoods
are here: interact with us!
• Turn off the f**** box and get out in Nature!
T: have to be grateful you can have both! As Nassim said, you're driving in a car, talking to me on
the cell phone – get with the program – it's a balance
M/A: Each day, get out in nature and connect with each of the 5 elements and you will see
magic rise from the bottom of your toes to the top of your head, and it will change the
very nature of who you are!
• Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One
R: Has been in Taos Mtn again, talking with the sub etheric generator under the mountain
• there are sub-etheric generators under every sacred sites on the planet
• all of them under all the sacred sites, like Mt Tabor that the I AM folks talk about, are up
to full power. What is happening is that frequencies are pouring out of them into the
atmosphere and interacting with ELF waves and all the electornic soup that is around us
• the frequencies are changing the nature of the old frequencies and raising them to higher
frequencies
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• At a certain point, something happens: they showed him via geometric patterns – all of a
sudden, the old grid sputters and the new grid comes on line: there will be no world wide
blackout - one fades into the background, the new one comes to the foreground – the old
one just quietly shuts down and stops functioning.
• as that happens, we'll see all join in: put your gun down; get out of your car; get out of your
tank and just listen to the sound - as in August Rush [movie]: the music is all around you –
just listen!
• and that is what is happening that will change the nature of how we do this with love – it
is already happening

Audio: Bill McKibbon: Do the Math: We are All One

[Bill Maher is on the road]

Bill McKibben Do the Math at Rutgers 2/4/2013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2D88x7CeC6M
Audio: Max Keiser

Episode 738

March 31, 2015

http://img.rt.com/files/episode/3b/e4/d0/00/keiser_3103.mp4?event=download
In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss occupying
Murdoch with a Trews awning. They examine the economic and financial reasons the
population should look beyond porn - both property porn and the Page 3 sort - to
see what disinformation, misinformation and more is being pushed on them by a
media in bed with political and corporate elites. In the second half, they look at
Deutsche Bank considering closing down their retail operations because, in this new
QE and Zirp managed world, they lose money on depositors. So not only does the
media no longer perform their function of challenging power, but now banks no
longer provide the function of taking deposits and making loans. The only thing
making Deutsche Bank reluctant to shut down retail operations is that their logo on
the high street keeps them in the hearts of the very taxpayers who will need to bail
them out the next time the banking system tumbles.
Audio: Max Keiser
Episode 739
April 02, 2015
http://img.rt.com/files/episode/3c/0c/d0/00/kr0204.mp4?event=download
In this Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss how even ‘very serious
people’ are acknowledging that Quantitative Easing (QE) will “permanently impair
living standards for generations to come.” In the second half, Max continues his
interview (from episode 737) with Swiss banker and gold expert, Egon von Greyerz
of GoldSwitzerland.com about QE, gold and the economic and financial disasters
wrought by central banks.
Audio: Jon Stewart Kristen Schell- segment on women receiving equal pay for work of
equal value.
Aayan Hersi Ali Heretic: why Islam needs a Reformation now
http://www.thecomedynetwork.ca/shows/thedailyshow?vid=576486
Audio: The Rachel Maddow Smile – about the bill signed in Oregon that automatically
creates a voter list from drivers licences! And California will follow suit.
[can't find the segment]
Reading: about Hurricane fairies
Closing:
Rainbird
Music:
some Rumi “What is Real Love? A Sufi perspective”
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-03-31 Why This Photo of Syrian Child 'Surrendering' to a Camera is
Breaking Hearts
Written by Trinaa Prasad
It is the saddest possible comment on the conflict in Syria, in which millions of children have been
displaced or otherwise affected. An image tweeted by photojournalist Nadia AbuShaban shows a
four-year-old Syrian child 'surrendering' after mistaking a camera for a gun.
The toddler gazes into the lens with lips pursed, eyes grim, arms raised, frozen with fear.

Nadia AbuShaban @NadiaAbuShaban
photojournalist took this photo 4 Syrian child, thought he has a weapon not a camera
so she Gave up ! #Surrendedpic.twitter.com/bm1hOWQWJY
- Nadia AbuShaban (@NadiaAbuShaban)

March 24, 2015

The photo, reportedly taken at a Syrian refugee camp by Turkish journalist Osman Sagirli, has
been retweeted over 10,000 times since it was first posted on March 24.
The image appears to have been sourced from this un-dated newspaper article.
BBC spoke to the photographer, Osman Sagirli who said the picture is of a four-year-old girl,
Hudea and was taken at an Atmeh refugee camp in Syria in 2014.
Says Sagirli, "I was using a telephoto lens, and she thought it was a weapon. I realised she was
terrified after I took it, and looked at the picture, because she bit her lips and raised her hands.
Normally kids run away, hide their faces or smile when they see a camera... It makes more sense
to see what they have suffered not through adults, but through children. It is the children who
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reflect the feelings with their innocence."
The photo has prompted an emotional outpouring on Twitter:
Ana Belén Martínez @AnaB_Martinez

Follow
@AIMEEPATERSON We are failing the younger generations and those still to come.
SHAME ON US.
4:15 AM - 27 Mar 2015
@Nirvi_nirvikar ngh @singh_nirvikar
Follow
@amelscript @NadiaAbuShaban Shame on Humanity Shame on UN , Shame on The
Leaders of the so called Free World . Shame !!!
8:44 PM - 25 Mar 2015
Rizwan FCB @RizRzn

Follow
Does it get any worse ?
worse ?
#syrianchild#surrendedpic.twitter.com/qwxL5crAIV
- Rizwan FCB (@RizRzn)

March 28, 2015

Sarveshi Shukla @Sarveshi

Follow

@amelscript @tavleen_singh @NadiaAbuShabn this made me tear up!how can this

not melt the warmongers

- Sarveshi Shukla (@Sarveshi)

March 26, 2015

Aman Malik ✔ @PatrakaarPopat

Follow

@NadiaAbuShaban I feel so sorry for this baby. Kids deserve better.

- Aman Malik (@PatrakaarPopat)

March 27, 2015

Object 1

Youssef Kobo @Youssef_Kobo

Follow
The fear in this child's eyes is daunting Our ineptitude & apathy towards the Syrian
plight will haunt us for decades pic.twitter.com/1fiU0xZk0y
- Youssef Kobo (@Youssef_Kobo)

March 28, 2015

Story First Published: March 30, 2015 14:45 IST
http://www.ndtv.com/offbeat/heartbreaking-photo-of-syrian-child-mistaking-camera-forgun-goes-viral-750760
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